CONNECTED MAPPINGS OF HAUSDORFF SPACES
WILLIAM J. PERVIN AND NORMAN LEVINE

1. Introduction.
A fundamental
property of continuous mappings
is that the image of a connected set is a connected set. This property
will be taken as the definition of connected mappings. We are naturally led to two lines of research concerning connected
mappings.
Since the requirements
for a set to be connected are quite strong,
we might expect that connected mappings would have interesting
topological properties of their own. Furthermore,
since continuous
mappings are special cases of connected mappings, we would like to
know what other conditions must be placed upon the mapping or
upon the spaces in order to be able to conclude that a connected
mapping is continuous.
Both of these lines will be pursued in this
paper.

2. Preliminaries.
Definition
2.1. Let K and K* be Hausdorff spaces and/a
singlevalued mapping of K into K*. The mapping/is
said to be connected
if and only if the image of every connected subset of if is a connected
subset of K*. The reader will easily construct examples of connected
mappings which are not continuous.
The following, however, will
be useful in the sequel. Let w be the mapping of the unit interval

/= [0, l] of real numbers defined as follows [3, p. 82; 9, p. 202]:
w(x) =lim sup (ai+a2+
• ■ ■ +an)/n
for each xEI where the a, are
given by the unique nonterminating
binary expansion of the number
x = (0-aj.a2a3 • ■ ■). This mapping takes on every value between 0
and 1 in every interval; hence it is a connected mapping, but it is
not continuous.

Theorem
2.1. Necessary and sufficient conditions for the continuity
of a real-valued mapping f of a real variable defined in a closed interval
[a, b] are the following: (i) If Xi and x2 are any two points of the interval,

f(x) takes on each value between f(xi) and f(x2) in the interval [xi, x2];
(ii) For every value of y, the set of points {x:/(x) =y} is closed [6].
Condition (i) of Theorem
is well known in the theory

2.1 is known as Darboux's condition
of functions of a real variable.

and

Theorem
2.2. Suppose gis a real valued mapping of the unit interval
1= [0, l}. If the mapping g is of the first Baire class and satisfies
Darboux's condition, then the graph of g (i.e., the set of points (x, y) in
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the plane such that y = g(x)) is connected [4, p. 304]. Furthermore, if
the derivative g' is finite for all values of x, then the graph of g' is con-

nected [2, p. 383].
Theorem 2.3. Suppose f is a connected mapping of the metric space
M onto the metric space f(M). For any point p in M the assertion that
M is locally connected at p is equivalent to saying that every real-valued
map f on M, having the property that f~l(q) is closed for each point
qEf(M), is continuous at p [l].
Definition
2.2. Let K and K* be Hausdorff spaces and/a
singlevalued mapping of K onto A*. The mapping / is said to be biconnected if and only if it is 1-1, / is connected, and f~l is connected.

Theorem
2.4. Suppose M and M* are separable metric spaces and
f is a biconnected mapping of M onto M*. If M* is semi-locallyconnected, f is continuous. Clearly, if M and M* are both semi-locallyconnected, f is a homeomorphism. If C is a connected subset of M, then
f(C)ECl(f(C)).
If M* is compact, then every subcontinuum of M is
transformed into a subcontinuum of M* [7].

3. Properties

of connected mappings.

Definition
3.1. If K and A* are two Hausdorff spaces and/ is a
mapping of K into A*, then / is called monotone if and only if for
every p* in A*, f~*(p*) is a connected subset of K.

Theorem
3.1. /// is a monotone connected mapping of K into A*,
then for every p* in A*, f~l(p*) is a closed subset of K.

Proof. Suppose/-1^*)
is not closed for some p* in A*. Let p be
a limit point of f~1(p*) which does not belong to f~l(p*) =A. But A
is a connected subset of A since/ is monotone. Now f(A) =p*. Consider the set Ayjp. It is a connected subset of A. Therefore f(A\Jp)

is a connected subset of A*. But f(A\Jp) =f(A)KJf(p) =p*KJf(p). A
connected subset of a Hausdorff space cannot consist of two distinct
points and hence f(p) =p*. Hence p is in/"'(£*)>
a contradiction.
In view of Theorem 3.1, the above Theorem 2.3 of Klee and Utz
may now be stated thus: Every monotone connected mapping of the
metric space M to the real numbers is continuous at a point p in M
if and only if M is locally connected at p.

Theorem
3.2. A monotone real-valued connected mapping
variable is continuous.

of a real

Proof. By the above Theorem 2.1 of Rowe, a necessary and sufficient condition for a real-valued connected mapping/
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able to be continuous is that for every y, the set/_1(y) is closed. But
by Theorem 3.1,/~1(y) is closed, and hence/ is continuous.
It is well known that a necessary and sufficient condition that a
mapping/
from K to K* be continuous is that for every subset E of
K, f(E) CC1(/(E)).
Analogous to this theorem we have:
Theorem
3.3. Let f be a connected mapping of the Hausdorff space
K into the Hausdorff space K*. If C is a connected subset of K, then

f(C)ECl(f(Q).
Proof. Let p*Ef(C). Since p*Ef(C), there is a point pEC such
thatf(p)=p*.
Case 1: pEC. Then p*=f(p)Ef(C), and the theorem
follows.

Case 2: pEC —C. Then

CECUpEC,

p is a limit point

of C, and since

we have CV)p a connected set. Hence f(CKJp) =f(C)

^JfiP) =fiQ^Jp*
is a connected set since/ is a connected mapping.
But every connected set containing more than one point is dense-initself, and so p* must be a limit point of/(C) unless/(C)
is a single
point in which case p*=f(C).
In either case, p*ECl(f(C)).
It is interesting
to note that connected
mappings
may not even
be measurable.
Let Q be the nonmeasurable
set in the unit interval

described

by Munroe

[5, pp. 142-143].

If two points in the unit

interval differ by a rational number, then they cannot both lie in Q.
Now let us define a function / in terms of w introduced
previously.
For x in Q, let f(x) =1; for x not in Q, if w(x)^l
let f(x) =w(x) but
if w(x) = 1 let /(x) =0.

Clearly

the set of points

on which

f(x) = 1 is

just Q which is nonmeasurable,
and hence /is nonmeasurable.
Now
we will show that / is a connected mapping. If / is not connected,
there is an interval J in the unit interval such that f(J) is not connected. Then we have three numbers
a<y<b
such that a and b
belong to/(J)
but y does not. We cannot have y = l since b^l.
In
order for y not to be inf(J)
we must have all points x in / for which
w(x) =y belong to Q. Choose one of these values of x in the interior
of J and call it p. This is possible since such values of x are dense in
the unit interval by the definition of w. Since p is in the interior of J,
let e denote the distance from p to the right hand endpoint of /.
Choose n so that (1/2)" <e. Then consider the point p*=p + (l/2)n.
This point lies in J, and in its binary expansion all digits from the
(« + l)st on are the same as in the binary expansion for p; hence
w(p*)=w(p)=y.
But both p and p* cannot be in Q since their
difference is (1/2)", a rational number. Hence there must be some
point in / whose image is y, and therefore/
is a connected mapping.

Theorem
3.4. Let Ku K2, and K3 be Hausdorff spaces andfa
mapping of Ki X K2 into K3. If f is a connected mapping, then f has the
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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following properties: (i) f(x, B) is connected for all x in Ki and all B
connected in K2; (ii) f(A, y) is connected for all A connected in Kx and
all y in K2.
The reader will find this theorem easy to verify. The converse to
Theorem 3.4 is not true as shown by the well known example/(x,
y)
= xy/(x2+y2) if both x and y are not 0 and /(0, 0) =0 [8, p. 193].
This function is continuous
in each variable separately
and hence
connected in each variable separately.
The diagonal y = x is a connected subset of the plane and on it/(x, x) = 1/2 if x=^0 while/(0, 0)
= 0. Hence this function is not a connected mapping. Theorem 3.4
does, however, have a partial converse in

Theorem

3.5. Let f be a mapping of KiXK2 into K3. Suppose f

has the properties (i) and (ii) of Theorem 3.4. Then f(A, B) is connected for all A connected in Ai and all B connected in K2.
We omit the proof. In this connection
there exists a real-valued
mapping of two real variables which is continuous in each variable
separately and connected but not continuous.
The mapping is

2xy

x

f(x, y) =-sin-

x2 +

y2

(x2 +

y2)1'2

if x and y are not both 0 and /(0, 0) =0. The details are left to the
reader.
In the sequel we shall give conditions that either the mapping or
the spaces must satisfy in order to be able to conclude that a connected mapping is continuous.
Definition
3.2. A mapping/of
a Hausdorff space A into a Hausdorff space A* is said to have at worst a removable discontinuity
at a point p in A if and only if for every sequence of points pn different from p such that lim pn = p, we have lim/(£>„) exists.
It is clear that if a mapping/
has at worst a removable
discontinuity at a point p, then limf(pn)
is unique for every sequence of
points in A whose elements are different from p. We now give an
example of a real-valued connected mapping / of a complete metric
space M on which / has at worst removable discontinuities
at every
point, but for some points p in M, f(p) does not equal the unique
lim f(pn) and hence / is not continuous.
Let M be the set of real
numbers consisting of the point 0 and all points of the form 1/n for

n = l, 2, 3, • • ■. Let / be defined as follows: f(p) = l if p^O and
/(0)=0.
This mapping is continuous
on M —0. Furthermore,
/ is
connected since the only connected subsets of M are single points.
At 0, / has at worst a removable discontinuity
and lim f(pn) = 1. But
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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/(0) =0, and hence/is
discontinuous
at 0. Of course the fact that /is
connected does not have any significance in the problem of obtaining
conditions necessary for continuity
since the only connected subsets
of M are single points. In order to assure that we have some open
connected sets in M we will usually assume that M is locally connected. Furthermore,
in order to be able to use the sequential
property of continuity we will assume that M is a first axiom space.

Theorem
3.6. Let f be a connected mapping of the locally connected
first axiom Hausdorff space K into A*. Then f is continuous at p if
and only if f has at worst a removable discontinuity at p.
Proof. Suppose that / is connected and
discontinuity
at p in A. Let p* denote the
sequence of points in A converging to p but
f(p)^p*.
There exist open sets 0* and

has at worst a removable
unique lim f(pn) for every
different from p. Suppose
0* such that f(p)EO*,

p*E02,
and O*r\O* = 0 by the separation axiom for Hausdorff
spaces. Since A is the first axiom, there exists an open set 0 such

that pEO and for p'EO-p

we have f(p')E02*.

But since Oi*r\02*

= 0, for p' in O —p we have f(p')EO*.
Since A is locally connected,
there exists a connected open set CEO containing p. Then/(C)
is a
connected set in A* since / is connected and f(p) is in f(C). But
f(C) can have no other point in 0* since for p' in O —p, f(p')EO*.
Hence f(p) is not a limit point of/(C), and hence/(C)
is not dense-initself. Since f(C) is connected
it must contain only the one point
f(p). This implies that/
is continuous at p. Since a continuous
mapping is connected and has no discontinuities,
the conditions
given
must be both necessary and sufficient.
Definition
3.3. Let/ be a mapping of the Hausdorff spaces A into
the Hausdorff space A*. For every point p in A let the set of limit
points of/ at p, denoted by L(f; p), be the set of all points p* in A*
for which there exists a sequence

pn of points

in A such that

lim pn = P

and limf(pn)=p*.
Lemma 3.1. Suppose f is a mapping of the first axiom space K into
the first axiom space A*. For every point p in K, L(f; p) is a closed

subset of A*.
Proof. Let p be any point in A and suppose p* is a limit point of
L(f; p). Since A is first axiom, let {On} be a sequence of open sets
containing p such that for every open set O containing p, there exists
an index N such that OnEO for all n^N.
We can assume the 0„ to
be monotone descending. Let { 0* } be a monotone sequence of open
sets in A* containing
p* such that for any open set 0* containing
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p*, there exists an index N' such that 0*C#* for all wSsiV"'.
Consider Of for some fixed index j. Since p* is a limit point of
L(f; p), there must be some point q* in OfC\L(f; p) —p*. But since
q* is in L(f; p), there exists a sequence pn of points in K such that
lim pn = p and lim f(p,i)=q*.
Now since limf(pn)=q*
and Of is an
open set containing q*, there is an index Ni such that f(pn) EOf for
n^Ni.
Furthermore,
since lim pn = p and Oj is an open set containing

p, there is an index N2 such that

p„EOj

for all n^N2.

Pick N

= max (Ni, N2) and relabel the point pN thus chosen as pj corresponding to the fixed j chosen above. This point pj now has the
properties that it belongs to Oj and also has f(pj) in Of. This we do
for each j, giving a sequence of points pj in K. We assert that lim pj
= p. The details are easy, and we leave them for the reader to verify.
Hence L(f; p) is a closed set.

Theorem
3.7. If f is a connected mapping of the locally connected
first axiom space K into the compact first axiom space K*, then L(f; p)
is a connected subset of K* for every p in K.
Proof. Suppose L(f; p) is disconnected for some p in K. Then let
U(f; p)=A*\B*
be a separation.
By the preceding lemma L(f; p) is
closed, and hence A* and B* are closed subsets of K*. But K* is
compact and hence normal. Therefore there exist two disjoint open

setsOi*and02*suchthat^*COi*and5*C02*.ThusI,(/;^)COi,:UC>2*.
Suppose

that for every open set 0 containing

p' in 0 such that f(p')EK*-(0?\J02*);

p there exists a point

this will lead to a contra-

diction. Since K is first axiom we can take {Oj} a monotone descending sequence of open sets containing p as in the above lemma. By
the same argument
used in the lemma we may construct
a sequence
\pn} of points in K such that limpn = p. Consider
the sequence
\f(Pn)} in K*. Since K* — (0*\JO*)
is a closed subset of the compact
space K*, it is also compact. Hence the sequence \f(pn)} of points
in K* —(0*yJ02)
has a convergent
subsequence
which converges to

some p* in K*-(Oi*^J02*).

But then p* is in L(f; p), and this con-

tradicts the fact that L(f; p) EO*\JO*.
Therefore there is some open
set 0 containing p such that f(0) EO*yJO*.
Since K is locally connected, there exists a connected open set CEO containing p and such
that f(C)EO*^JO*.
But since / is connected, f(C) is connected in

K* and f(C) lies completely in 0* or 02. But if/(C)

lies in one of

these open sets, the other can have no points of L(f; p) in it, and so
either A * or B* must be empty. Thus L(f; p) is connected. Of course
L(f; p) is never empty since f(p) always lies in it.

Theorem

3.8. Suppose f is a connected mapping of the locally con-
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nected first axiom space K into the compact first axiom space A*. The
mapping f is continuous at p in K if and only if L(f; p) is finite or de-

numerable.
Proof. Since a continuous mapping is connected and has L(f; p)
=f(P)> we need only prove that the conditions are sufficient to make/
continuous. Now L(f; p) is connected, and f(p) is in L(f; p). Furthermore, K* is compact,
and therefore L(f; p) either consists of one
point or it is nondenumerable.
But by assumption
it is not nondenumerable, and so L(f; p) =f(p). Hence/ is continuous at p.
The following theorems are generalizations
of the results of Theorem 2.4 of Tanaka from separable metric spaces to Hausdorff spaces.

Theorem 3.9. Let f be a biconnected mapping of the Hausdorff space
K onto the semi-locally-connected Hausdorff space A*, then f is continuous.
Proof.

Let 0* be an open set in A*. We shall show that/_1(0*)

is open in A. Take p in/-1(0*).

Let f(p) =p*EO*.

Since A* is semi-

locally-connected,
there exists an open set 0* contained in 0* such
that p* is in 0* and K* —0* consists of a finite number of components. Let these components
be Cf, C*, • ■ ■ , C*. Thus 0*

= A* —U"=1Cf. Now each Cf is connected

and closed. Let d

=f~~1(Cf) for each i. The sets d are connected since/ is biconnected.
Now suppose p belongs to C, for some j. Then Cf\Jp would be con-

nected, and since / is biconnected f(Cj^Jp) =f(Cj)^Jf(p)

= CfUp* is

connected.
If this connected set consists of only one point, we would
have p* = Cf. If this connected set contains more than one point, it
is dense-in-itself.
In that case p* would have to be a limit point of Cf

But Cf is closed, and this would imply that p* is in Cf. But both p*
in Cf and p* = Cf contradict
the fact that Cf is a component
of the
complement
of 0*, an open set containing
p*. Therefore
p belongs
to no Cl(Cy). Hence there exists an open set Oi = A —C1(C.) such that

pEOi = K —Cl(Ci) for each i. Let Op = i"r?_10,-. Then 0P is an open
set in A since it is the intersection

of a finite number

of open sets.

Also pEOp. We note that since f(d) = Cf, f(Cl(d))DCf
K*-f(Cl(d))CK*-C*.
Now/is 1-1, and hence

and so

/(Op)- /( n o) = n f(o) = hf(K- Ci)= n [k*- /(ci(co)l
\

n

i-l

/

1=1

1=1

n

c n (A-*- cf) = k* - u c* = o*.
.-I

;=i
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semi-locally-connected
Hausdorff
of K and K* is a homeomorphism.

Theorem
3.10. Let f be a biconnected mapping of K onto K* where
K and K* are locally connected compact Hausdorff spaces, then f is a
homeomorphism.

Proof. Let 0* be an open set in K*. Let p be in /_1(0*). Let
f(P)=P*EO*.
Since K* is locally connected, there is a connected

open set C* such that p*EC*EO*.

Then pEf'KC*).

For each point

p* in K* — C* let U* be an open set containing p* but not p*. Since
K* is compact, there is an open set V* such that ptEV*ECl(Vf,)
EU*. Finally, since K* is locally connected,
there is a connected
set 0* such that ptEO*EV*.
Thus 0* is a connected open set containing p* whose closure does not contain p*. Then Ua 0* is an open

covering for K* —C*. By compactness,

K* —C*CU?=1 Of. Let Oi

=f~x(Of) for each i. Then pEOi for any i since p*E0f
for any i.
Now suppose for some j, pECl(0j).
Since Oj is connected, Oj^Jp

is connected. But f(0j\Jp) =f(0j)Vf(p) = Of\Jp*. Hence Of\Jp* is
connected.
If this connected
set consists of one point, we have
p* = 0f. If it contains more than one point, it is dense-in-itself
and
p* is a limit point of 0*. In either case we have p*ECl(Of)
which
contradicts the definition of the sets 0*. Therefore pEOi for every i.
Therefore for each index i, there exists an open set Ui such that

pE Ui = K —Cl(Oi). Let Op = D"=1 Ui. Then 0P is an open set con-

taining p. We note that f(0i)=0f,
so f(Cl(0t))D0f,
K*-f(Cl(Oi))EK*-Of.
Now/ is 1-1 and hence

f(0P) =f((\u)=r\
\ i=i /

and hence

f(Ui) = (I f(K - Cl(0i))
»=i
i=i

= D [K* - f(Cl(Oi))] EC\(K*i-l

Of) = K*- [)0?EC*E

i=.l

Since f(Op) EO*,f is continuous.
and so/ is a homeomorphism.

0*.

i-l

By symmetry,/-1

is also continuous
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A MULTIPLICATION THEOREM FOR POSITIVE
REAL FUNCTIONS1
F. M. REZA2

Modern network synthesis relies heavily on the use of Positive Real
Functions. A function Z(s) of the complex frequency s is said to be a
P.R.F. (short for Positive Real Function) when it satisfies the following three conditions.
(a) Z(s) is analytic and single valued for Re s^O except possibly
for poles on the imaginary
axis,
(b) Z(s) is real for real s,

(c) Re Z(s) ^ 0 for Re 5 ^ 0.
When in addition ReZ(fy)=0,

the function Z(s) will be called an

I.P.R.F.
The object of this note is to contribute
two theorems clarifying
the "algebra" of Positive Real Functions,
and providing a key for
their generation.
These theorems
employ a simple normalization
procedure (operation N) after which the product of any number of
normalized P.R.F.'s is a normalized P.R.F. Since obviously the sum
of several P.R.F.'s
is a P.R.F. then one will obtain a rather simple
algebra for these functions. One may symbolically write:
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